Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
INCE the mid 1970's, there have been continual advances in the understanding of deep-ocean internal-wave fields and acoustic propagation through them [1]- [7] . Much of the early success was based on a path-integral technique [ 11. This technique exploits the geometrical-optics approximation for propagation in the absence of internal waves and integrates the internal-wave effects along this path to estimate statistics on received acoustic observables. Several experiments in the 1970's provided theoreticians measured data on acoustic fluctuation with which to compare their predictions [ 11. The observations of these experiments were the received acoustic phase and intensity spectra. These measured spectra agreed with theoretical predictions from the pathintegral theory, giving support to their conjecture that internal waves significantly impact long-range, deep-ocean acoustic propagation [3] .
Users of the path-integral technique understand the limits of its applicability. Recent long-range, low-frequency ocean acoustic-propagation experiments have gathered precise data that cannot be qualitatively characterized using path-integral techniques [6] . For this reason, numerical simulations have been developed. A successful example of numerical-simulation predictions matching measured acoustic receptions from a long-range propagation experiment is described in [7] . In this work, a two-dimensional (2-D) (range and depth) ocean sound-speed model was constructed, representing the deepocean waveguide (deterministically) and the internal-wave field (stochastically) present during the experiment. The internal-wave field model was composed of hundreds of internal waves and was in agreement with the Garrett-Munk spectrum. Parabolic equation (PE) numerical computations were used to simulate acoustic propagation. The experimental measurements showed unexpected acoustic fluctuations; the simulation results also showed these fluctuations, yielding strong evidence that can be attributed to the internal-wave field. In summary, previous and continuing successful work in internal-wave ocean modeling is based on characterizing the statistical properties of the received acoustic signal based on a random-field interpretation of the internal-wave sound speed perturbations and is carried out using a 2-D ocean model.
The research reported in this paper uses a different approach. Numerical simulation is used to study acoustic propagation through internal-wave fields; the approach uses threedimensional (3-D) modeling and deterministically models both the deep-ocean waveguide and the internal-wave field. The goal is to understand how specific internal waves impact the received acoustic signal, as opposed to understanding how a stochastic parameterization of the internal-wave field affects the statistics of the received acoustic observables. For long-range propagation numerical simulations, the amount of computing power available is a major factor when determining the detail of the ocean model. Since computing power will steadily increase through the years and ocean processes are rather slow-moving (time scales of hours), there is interest in how a given internal-wave field, which could be thought of as a single realization of a random field, deterministically affects acoustic propagation in hopes that future models can estimate and track large-scale ocean processes. This would not only yield valuable oceanographic information, but also may allow signal processors to estimate and remove the effects of these processes on the received acoustic arrival, allowing for 0364-9059/96$05.00 0 1996 IEEE longer coherent integration times and improved ocean-process estimates.
The last note of this section is a word of caution. Ray tracing (infinite-frequency) computations were used to trace the path of the acoustic propagation, but finite-frequency calculations were employed to calculate the time-domain amplitude and phase of the received acoustic signal. Several internal waves were modeled as opposed to thousands of internal waves as researchers expect exist in the deep ocean. The modeled constituent internal-wave amplitudes were constant over near megameter ranges. Only the final ray-tracing results were studied, and the dynamic folding and focusing of the wavefroiit as the wave propagates was not studied, and whether such propagation is physically possible for low-bandwidth acoustic signals was not addressed.
Low-frequency sound transmitted underwater can propagate through the deep ocean thousands of kilometers without catastrophic attenuation. The sound takes multiple paths ito the receiver, creating many arrivals. By transmitting a broatlband waveform, many of the early, individual arrivals can be resolved. By tracking the received time-domain phase of an imdividual early arrival, slight changes in transmitter-to-receiv'er acoustic traveltime can be determined. This information can be related to al change in average ocean temperature. The average power of an individual arrival is low. Long integration times are required to obtain sufficient signal energy to reliably estimate the received phase. If the time-domain phase is not stable, coherent integration times are short, and sufficient signal energy cannot be accumulated.
Internal waves are the physical ocean process believed to have the most significant impact on the received acoustic timedomain phase for time scales under 12 h. From experimental results, the amplitude of indivildual arrivals is reported to fluctuate. Histograms of amplitude values taken over long time periods show a shape that is consistent with Rayleigh fading. A traditional description of Rayleigh fading is that a single arrival is composed of many "micromultipath' arrivals, each taking a slightly different route from transmitter to receiver, and the Rayleigh amplitude is the result of constructive and destructive interference of the multiple arrivals. In this case, the time-domain phase will be unstable.
We conjecture that internal waves can cause the early high-angle arrivals' amplitudes to fluctuate while each arrival maintains stable time-domain phase (precise traveltime). Techau demonstrated that oscillai.ory perturbations to a rangeinvariant sound-speed profile can cause the amplitude of early arrivals to change without significantly changing the arrival traveltime (phase) [SI. Ray tracing was used in a 2-D (range, depth) ocean model, along with the concept of timefronts to describe the model ocean impulse response.
In this paper, a 3-D ocean model is used. We show that a restricted class of internal waves have a significant coherent focusing and defocusing effect on the propagating sound waveform. These internal waves are "spatially synchronized" to an arrival's acoustic-ray path cycle length. This conct:pt is also known as "loop resonance" and has been applied in acoustic tomography for mesoscale ocean processes by Cornuelle and Howe [9] . By coherent focusing we mean the acoustic power is incrlaased along a section of the propagating front without changing the traveltime characteristics of the front. The focusing can be in both the vertical and transverse directions. Since a single early-acoustic arrival may only be sensitive to a small subset of the large group of internal waves known to exist in the ocean, to study internal-wave effects on the acoustic reception significantly fewer internal waves need be included in al model than are actually present in the ocean. The model computer time is roughly proportional to the number of internal waves included in the model. For a deterministic model and analysis, a time-varying 3-D model is required to analyze the effect of internal waves on the received acoustic amplitude for long-range deep-ocean propagation, because the internal waves are not traveling parallel to the transmitter-receiver plane. The geometricaloptics approximation is employed so that the wave equation is solved via ray tracing, and the ocean channel is completely described by defining the sound-speed field between the transmitter and the receiver. Timefronts are used to measure the ocean-phase stability., and it becomes clear that timefronts are a valuable characteristic for analysis of sound propagation through a fluctuating ocean [lo] . For ray-based acoustic modeling, we show that a traditional 2-D (range and depth) model yields significantly different deterministic results than the more general 3-D model. This implies that transverse acoustic refraction induced by internal waves is significant when modeling deterministic acoustic amplitude fluctuations. PE numerical simulations account for internal-wave diffraction effects as well as refraction. However, with present computing power, these methods must be used with 2-D ocean models. Researchers are faceid with a challenging trade-off between using 3-D-ray tracing, which includes transverse refraction but neglects diffraction, and 2-D PE methods which do not model transverse effects. Comparing results from these approaches and taking the best of each may lead to the understanding necessary to develop better methods.
By employing the deterministic approach to internal-wave modeling, early evidence is obtained toward identifying the spatially synchronized internal waves from the observed acoustic arrival. Also, we demonstrate the feasibility of internal waves as the ocean process causing the received amplitude distribution to be Rayleigh; however, the amplitude fluctuation is the result of coherent focusing and defocusing of the received sound and not the result of micromultipath (incoherent) interference. This means the time-domain phase of a received arrival can be stable even though the received amplitude appears to be Rayleigh-distributed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, the distinction between "physical ocean models" and "computational ocean models" is discussed, and the models used in this paper are defined. In Section 111, spatially synchronized internal waves are defined, and their impact on acoustic propagation is examined in detail using 2-D computational ocean modells. In Section IV, spatially synchronized internal waves are investigated using 3-D computational ocean models, and the main results of the paper are presented. Section V concludes the paper with a discussion on 2-D and 3-D computational ocean models. . The sound speed model we use is a combination of a range-invariant Munk sound-speed profile and internal waves. These two contributions to the sound-speed field will be described independently, then combined in a sensible way according to [l] .
A. Munk Projile
The Munk profile is a popular academic sound-speed profile for midlatitude deep-ocean regions. The speed of sound is a function of temperature and pressure. Temperature changes dominate the shape of the sound-speed profile near the ocean surface, and changes in pressure dominate the shape of the sound-speed profile below the depth of sound-speed minimum. Propagating sound is refracted toward the depth of minimum sound speed, the sound-channel axis, and thus, the deep ocean acts as a waveguide.
The Munk profile, cntunk(z), describes the sound speed as it varies with depth and is used to describe the primary features of the deep-ocean channel [1 11. The formula for the sound speed as a function of depth is where CO is the minimum sound speed, 17 = 2(z -z o ) / B , zo is the depth of the minimum sound speed, t is a dimensionless parameter controlling the overall sound-speed variation, and 
B. Internal Waves
Internal waves are slowly moving density waves and are similar to the familiar ocean-surface waves, except they occur internal to the ocean. For a detailed description of internal waves see [lZ] . The displacement of all internal waves with a given wavenumber, k in radiandmeter, can be described in terms of a series of horizontally propagating modes each of the form, W j ( k , z ) cos (kzx + k,y -wj(k)t). Here 2:: y; z form a Cartesian coordinate system. W j ( k , z) is internal-wave mode j of wavenumber k , and it describes the relative vertical displacement of an isodensity with equilibrium depth z. The internal-wave angular frequency for each mode is denoted by w j ( k ) in radians/second. Without internal waves the relevant acoustic propagation would lie in the X Z plane and the corresponding horizontal direction is the nominal acoustic direction. The angle the internal-wave propagation direction makes with respect to the nominal acoustic direction is denoted by 8, SO 
The discrete set of internal waves for a given wavenumber, k , is obtained through the "eigen" solutions of the following differential equation (derived from the equations of motion)
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The physically reasonable boundary conditions are zero vertical displacement at the surface, Wj(IC, 0) = 0, and at the bottom of the ocean, W j ( k , zh) = 0. The modes are ordered such that uj(k) < w j + l ( k ) . The inertial angular frequency, w L , is a function of the latitude and is introduced by including the Coriolis acceleration into the equations of motion. The inertial frequency takes values from 0 cph at the equator to 0.083 cph at the poles. The density gradient is described in terms of the buoyancy frequency, N ( z ) , the frequency at which an isodensity displaced from its equilibrium position will oscillate.' A simple and accepted model of the buoyancy frequency is to assume an exponential decrease with depth, z
where B is the buoyancy-decay parameter and No is the extrapolated surface buoyancy frequency. When an external force displaces water from the equilibrium positions, internal waves result.
From measurements and analysis, Garrett and Munk have determined strengths for normalized internal waves
For a given wavenumber, k , a majority of the internal-wave energy tends to reside in the lower order modes; however, the higher order modes may have an important affect on the received waveform, thus it cannot be ignored. Using a stochastic ocean model, Colosi et al. found that only internal waves of mode j < 10 significantly impact early-arrival wavefront statistics [7] .
Consider M propagating internal waves present in the ocean that influence acoustic propagation. The mth internal wave has vertical shape W j , r n ( k , , z) of the jth mode with wavenumber k , and has frequency wj:,, all related by (2). In the model, this internal wave is given an amplitude and phase represented by the complex number Gj,m(km, Q,), where Q, is the horizontal angle of travel of this internal wave relative to the nominal acoustic direction.
The displacement of an isodensity by the mth internal wave is
+k,ysinB,
@ I t ) ) . (5)
The aggregate displacement is the sum of these propagating internal-wave displacements
ni=l ' Electrical engineers would call this the impulse response frequency or pole frequency of a circuit. Following [l], the change in sound speed induced by the internal waives is related to the displacement of the isodensity by
In the current research, the complex magnitudes are picked to have reasonable or initeresting magnitudes consi stent with the Garret-Munk spectrum; they are not random processes of time or space. The amplitude and propagation direction of the internal waves do not change over the 750-km range and four-hour interval used to study their impact on acoustic propagation. We recognize that this coherence may not be consistent with stochastic internal wave theoiy; they are part of the assumptions made to initiate this current deterministic analysis.
C. Physical1 Ocean Models
varying sound-speed field is completely specified by After establishing a set of internal waves, the 3-D timeEquation (8) is the physical ocean model used for this study. A physical ocean model is a representation of the sound-speed field based on the understanding of the physical ocean processes under study. In other words, no compromises have been made to accommodate for the particular wavepropagation simulation technique. Physical ocean models are 3-D and usually time-varying. The wave-propagation simulation technique used works on a computational ocean model which is typically a subspace of the physical ocean model. For example, a 2-D computational ocean model suitable for PE numerical computations would be to set y = 0 and fix t = to in the physical ocean model of (8), yielding the computational ocean model c(z. 0, z . to). One advantage of 3-D-ray tracing is that the computational ocean model can be equivalent to the physical ocean model. Table I lists the parameters required to define the physical ocean model. Column three of the table defines the parameters or range of parameters used in the simulations. The parameters in the first four rows of the table are selected for each of the M internal waves. The internal-wave frequency, w~,~ (k), is determined by specifying the wavenumber, km, and mode number, j, but is included for completeness.
D. Ray Tracing
In this research, acoustic wavefronts are propagated using conventional ray-tracing equations [ 151. Rays are traced in all three spatial dimeiisions; the independent variable is either time or range. A fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator is used with an adaptive step size to yield better than 1 ms accuracy at 750 km (approximately 500 seconds traveltime). Surfaceand bottom-reflected rays are not considered.
A large number of rays (60000 to 150000) are launched from a point source within a small solid angle to simulate a single down-range arrival sheet. Two angles specify a ray launch. The ray inclination at the source in the vertical plane is denoted by a, and launch angle in the transverse direction by ay. A parallel processor with 32 nodes each running at a 66.7 MHz clock rate is used.
Methods have been developed to calculate the internalwave induced time-domain amplitude and phase fluctuations on the acoustical arrival from ray-tracing computations [ 141. The methods are based on the construction of timefronts and not eigen rays so that the amplitude and phase variations can be efficiently computed across an entire wavefront. Also, the "infinite-amplitude at caustics" problem associated with ray computations is avoided; moreover, this amplitude-computation method underestimates large amplitudes and overestimates low amplitudes. Since our results will show large amplitude fluctuations, this calculation method is conservative.
III. SPATIALLY SYNCHRONIZED INTERNAL WAVES
The phase-stable amplitude-fluctuation impact a single spatially synchronized internal wave has on an early arrival is demonstrated. The acoustic-coherent (phase-stable) focusing and defocusing (amplitude fluctuation) takes place in both the nominal acoustic plane and the Y Z plane, and we call this vertical and transverse focusing, respectively. The dimensionality of the computational ocean model will be increased step by step from a range-invariant time-invariant 2-D model to a complete 3-D time-varying model. The computational ocean models used are in the form of (8). The Munk-profile parameters are listed in Section 11. All simulations investigate a single early arrival at a range of approximately 750 km. The rays with vertical-launch angles between -12.0" and -12.6' The source is located at the depth of minimum sound speed for all computer simulations.
A. Vertical Focusing
To simplify the description of the deterministic impact of a single internal wave on acoustic propagation, a nontime vary- The internal-wave induced sound-speed deviation, 6 c ( z ) , at the acoustic-ray top-turning depth is important since this is where the majority of the internal-wave influence on acoustic propagation takes place [5]. An intuitive feel for a single internal wave's impact on acoustic propagation is developed by considering the shape of 6c at the ray's top-turning depth and recalling that rays bend toward sound-speed minimums. Fig. 1 shows the change in sound speed caused by an internal wave with four sound-speed extrema in the vertical (J' = 4) and horizontal wavenumber kI27r = 2.05 c y c h . In a range-invariant ocean model, each ray has a unique top-turning depth; therefore, the underlying rays that form the timefront are refracted by the internal-wave gradient, a (&(.) ) / a z , evaluated at the respective turning depths. Just as the Munk profile globally focuses rays to form the deep-ocean channel, the internal wave focuses rays locally. The top-turning depths for rays with launch angles of CY, = * 14.9', & 12.3', i 9.3', * 5.6" are identified in Fig. 1 ; at these depths the internal-wave induced change in sound-speed gradient is zero. The internal wave focuses and defocuses the acoustic amplitude about these rays. For example, consider a timefront composed of rays with launch angles between -12.0' and -12.6'. The rays with launch angles above -12.3' will be refracted downward toward the -12.3' ray; the rays with launch angles below -12.3' will be refracted upward toward the -12.3' ray. In both cases this is due to the locally "cupped" shape of the internal wave. The internal wave focuses the rays toward the unperturbed -12.3' point on the timefront. By similar reasoning, rays with top-turning depths near 400 m are defocused away from the -9.3' ray. The natural oscillatory shape of internal waves through the thermocline causes the amplitude of the early high-angle arrivals to be focused or defocused along the timefront. This is called "vertical focusing" since the focusing takes place in the nominal acoustic plane.
To quantify the amount of focusing and defocusing, the power relative to a no-internal-wave ocean reception [see 14 for computational methods] is calculated for the -12.3' arrival at a range of 750 km. The internal-wave induced power fluctuation is plotted in Fig. 2 for various internal-wave strengths ( 6 c ( z ) at 202 m). When the phase of the internal wave is reversed by a half cycle, defocusing results. It is concluded a single internal wave of modest strength can cause a significant acoustic amplitude change.
B. Spatially Synchronized Internal Waves
When the internal-wave wavelength projected in the direction of sound propagation, A, = 27r/(kcosQ), is an integral multiple of the acoustic-path cycle length, the propagating internal wave can appear to be range independent. The impact of the internal wave is reinforced each time the acoustic wave travels through the upper thermocline. In this case, the internal wave is "spatially synchronized" to the acoustic arrival.
When an internal wave is propagating horizontally at an angle other than *90' to the acoustic propagation, the 2-D computational ocean model is range dependent, c(z, 0, z, t ) .
When A, is large, i.e., thousands of meters, the internal wave Internal-wave induced power fluctuation resulting from coherent focusing and defocusing in range-independent model. The arrival has a top-turning changes slowly with range. This is referred to as the longwavelength case. But for internal-wave propagation directitan angles away from normal and large-k internal waves, A, can be as low as a few hundred meters. This is referred to as the short-wavelength case. In this case, the rapid changing of the internal-wave induced sound speed along the top-turning portion of the acoustic path yields a canceling effect, and a spatially synchronized internal wave causes little change in the received arrival amplitude or time-domain phase.
In the long-wavelength case, the effect of spatially synchronized internal waves can be significant. In a frozen ocean model (time-invariant sound-speed field), an internal wave is spatially synchronized with an arrival with acoustic-ray path cycle length, Lray (a,), under the condition 2xn Lray(aZ) = nA, = ___ k cos 0
where n is an integer. However, many seconds will pass between times when the acoustic wave is at its upper turning point, and the internal wave may have moved significantly. By including time, the spatial synchronization condition becomes
For a given internal wave, the propagation-direction angles required for spatial synchronization are When the spatially synchronized internal-wave phase maximizes ISc(z)/, and the acoustic-ray path is at its top-turning point, the internal wave will have the greatest focusing effect. Each time the ray reaches its top-turning point, the internal wave causes a maximum reinforcement. If the internal wave is spatially synchronized with ain acoustic-ray path that has a top-turning depth where the internal wave's change-in-soundspeed gradient is zero (with respect to depth), vertical focusing or defocusing (depending on the phase of the internal wave) results.
Long-wavelength internal waves that are not spatially synchronized to a ray cycle length cause little change in the received time-domain amplitude and phase.
There are three ranges of A,: large, midrange, and small; only the large and mid-range causes are effective in spatial synchronization. This characterization has fuzzy boundaries, but roughly a large A, , is larger than one-fifth of Lray, while a small A, is less than 0.04 Lray. Internal-wave wavelengths projected on the direction of acoustic propagation that are between these extremes are said to be "midrange." When A, is in the midrange, the amplitude focusing can be very intense (over 10 dB receiveld power increase or decrease relative to a reception propagaied through an internal-wave free ocean model).
For an example of midrange A, focusing using a 2-D computational ocean model, consider rays uniformly spaced in launch angle between a, = -12.6" and -12.0'. Fig. 3(a) shows the timefronl (solid line) after 504 s for an ocean without internal waves. This is the high-angle early anival that will be studied throughout the paper. The internal waves used in the computer simulations are listed in Table 11 . IWl is used and set to a propagation-direction angle of 8 = 86.0" to meet the midrange spatial synchronization condition. The ray endpoints (circles) with no internal wave present are uniformly spaced along the timefront. The internal waves has significantly vertically focused the ray endpoints (+), yet they lie nearly on top of the same timefront. This means the internal wave focuses the amplitude along the front but does not significantly alter the time-of-arrival, or equivalently the timedomain phase of the waveform. Fig. 3(b) (0) . Also, the ray endpoints resulting from an ocean model, including a single propagating spatially synchronized internal wave, are marked by (f), and these points fall nearly on the intemal-wave free timefront, indicating the internal wave does not induce a significant phase shift on the received acoustic signal. (b) The internal wave induces a 17 dB gain in power at a specific location on the front. 1250 m and range near 748 km would enjoy a 17-dB gain due to the presence of the internal wave.
IV. 3-D COMPUTATIONAL OCEAN MODELS
In this section, 3-D time-varying computational ocean models are employed to study acoustic propagation through internal-wave fields.
A. Three-Versus Two-Dimensional Modeling
Internal waves can induce a sound-speed gradient normal to the direction of sound propagation. This will result in refraction of the ray paths out of the nominal acoustic plane. The wavelength of the internal wave in the transverse direction is 27r/ (IC sin e). If the ray deviates by T / ( IC sin e) in the transverse direction, the internal-wave sound-speed perturbation has exactly the opposite polarity as the sound-speed perturbation used in the 2-D computational model. For high-wavenumber internal waves, 7r/(ksinO) can be as low as a few hundred meters.
In the next few sections, the internal-wave induced power fluctuation across the 3-D early arriving front is studied. The sound speed used is a range-invariant Munk profile with a single internal wave present. The traveltime is 504 s. Each plot is the result of propagating 150 000 rays using 300 vertical angles between -12.6" and -12.0" and 500 horizontal angles between -0.5" and +0.5". These 150000 rays terminate on a timefront sheet at a range of about 748 km, extending approximately 2.3 km vertically at an angle of about 12.3" off vertical and propagating forward and downward. Fig. 4 uses gray scale to indicate the fluctuation in received power caused by the presence of a single internal wave; specifically, it indicates the ratio of the received intensity with the internal wave relative to the received intensity without the internal wave. Light colors indicate increased intensity, and dark colors reduced intensity. The midrange gray of 0 dB means the internal wave has caused no amplitude change. The gray scale is shown at the bottom of Fig. 4 .
Two different internal waves were used. Both internal waves are spatially synchronized for the 12.3" ray. IWl caused the The internal wave parameters and the reasons for selecting these specific internal waves will be explained while discussing the results. Two different computational ocean models were used. Without internal waves these yield identical results. The plots to the right used full 3-D computational ocean models and ray tracing. Thie plots to the left used 500 x 2-D computational ocean models, meaning the ray leaving the source at each of the 500 horizontal angles was forced to stay at that angle by changing the transverse wavenumber to zero. (called N x 2-D in the literature where here N = 500).
IW1 is the same internal wave as used for Fig. 3 , where it demonstrated how an internal wave shows vertical focusing using a 2-ID computation. The upper left plot shows a fuller picture of vertical focusing using 500 x 2-D computation; it shows tlhe vertical focusing has a sharp depth sensitivity that shifts in the transverse direction with depth. The upper right plot shows the true focusing using 3-D computation. The angling to the right with depth is parallel over the entire sheet; the central focusing seen in the 500 x 2-D results are bordered by broad low-amplitude bands, and narrow high-amplitude bands about 1.5 km either side of center.
IW2 is (a first order ( j = 1) internal wave moving almost perpendicular tlo the acoustic propagation. The lower left N x 2-D computation sees almost no iinternal wave effects. In contrast, the lower right 3-D computation shows parallel vertical banding arnid a string-like structure of varying intensification and nulls. 'This is a phenomenon that will never be seen using a 2-D or N x 2 -0 computational ocean model, where acoustic rays are forced to rernain in the nominal acoustic plane. This "transverse focusing" will be treated in Section IV-B.
This section has demonstrated that 3-D computations reveal intensification patterns that are, at best, only hinted at by the 2-D and N x ;I-D computations. There has been no attempt at statistical computations using a stochastic ocean model, and it may well be true that some statistical intensity values based on 2-D computations give insight to the values derived from 3-D coimputations. This study does not address a comparison of acoustic-phase variations for 2-D and 3-D ocean models.
B. Transverse Focusing
In the previous sec tion, it was demonstrated that the oscillatory shape of an intemal wave across depth vertically focuses the acoustic rays. In the transverse direction, the change in sound speed Sc(y) varies exactly sinusoidally for all internal waves as seen by (5) Just as the cupped shape of the internal wave in the depth direction vertically focuses the acoustic rays, the sinusoidal shape of Sc( y) transversely focuses the acoustic rays. A spatially synchronized internal wave will significantly focus the sound transversely. Transverse focusing is typically a larger contributor to the redistribution of power across the front than vertical focusing.
Four examples of transverse focusing are demonstrated by including various spatially synchronized internal waves in the ocean model. The same early arrival investigated in the previous section is studied. For each example, the fluctuation in received power caused by the presence of the internal wave is displayed in Fig. 5 . A 3-D computational ocean model is used for all cases. Consider internal wave IWI . The internal-wave propagation direction is set to -77.5' to allow for spatial synchronization. The received power-fluctuation results are shown in the top left plot of Fig. S . The presence of the internal wave increases the received power by more than 15 dB along a 100-m-wide canted area on the timefront. Broad 400-m-wide 15-dB fades are set parallel to either side of the focus area. A transverse shift of 100 m in hydrophone placement could change the received power at this time instant by over 30 dB. The internal wave presents little impact to the received power for l-km shifts away from the focus area. This is where the effective propagation angle no longer meets the spatial-synchronization condition.
In Fig. 5 , the top right plot shows results from the same internal wave (IW1) used in the adjacent plot. Also, the internal wave is traveling in the same direction with respect to acoustic propagation. The only change is that 23 min have passed, equal to half of an internal-wave period (../U). The polarity of the internal-wave induced change in sound speed is reversed, and the internal wave transversely defocuses the rays at the top-turning depth, and the IS-dB increase in received power has been replaced by a 15-dB decrease in received power.
Internal waves with large wavenumbers have the potential to have very short wavelengths in the transverse direction. This can cause very sharp and localized focusing. Lowwavenumber internal waves can cause very broad focusing and defocusing. Consider an ocean model including IW3. The propagation-direction angle is set to 84.7" to meet a spatialsynchronization condition. The phase of the internal wave was set to defocus the acoustic rays. The power fluctuation caused by the internal wave across the front is shown in the bottom left plot in Fig. S . The plot covers 40 km transversely to show the broad defocusing. Internal waves with low wavenumbers have correspondingly low internal-wave frequencies, w. These broad focusingldefocusing internal waves can induce power gainslfades of several dB across an entire array that may last for hour-long periods. The width of the 10-dB power fade is almost 10-km wide.
C. Multiple Internal-Wave Model
Previously, only a single internal wave was included in the ocean model. Spatially synchronized internal waves locally act on the 3-D timefront to spatially redistribute power. When multiple internal waves are included in an ocean model, the set of internal waves generally act on the front as a composite of individual internal waves. No strong statement about linearity can be made, but the system is very well behaved in this manner. In the bottom right plot of Fig. 5 , the ocean model includes the seven internal waves listed in Table 11 . Only IW1 is spatially synchronized; it is traveling at an angle B = +77.5' relative to the nominal acoustic direction. Two points will be made from observing this plot. The acoustic rays are focused as if only IW1 is present. Also, the focusing is canted in the reflected and opposite direction as compared Since the amplitude focusing can essentially be contributed to the spatially synchronized internal wave, and nonspatially synchronized internal waves create weak acoustic-amplitude fluctuations, only the spatially synchronized internal waves within a full GM spectrum need to be modeled to study the gross amplitude fluctuation of an early acoustic arrival. This means a 3-D time-varying computational ocean model can be used that is not exactly equivalent to the 3-D time-varying physical ocean model (GM spectrum of internal waves) but may adequately represent it for certain investigative purposes.
By modeling long-range sound propagation through a single internal wave, we have discovered that spatially synchronized internal waves cause canted areas of power gains and fades across the front. Since an internal wave is synchronized with respect t o1 a specific arrival's acoustic-cycle length, different arrivals will interrogate the ocean with different cycle lengths. Studying all resolvable arrivals may feasibly yield a picture of the internal waves present in the ocean. To begin in ithis direction, we observe that the cant of the transverse focusing area is solely a function of the internal-wave propagationdirection angle, 0. For cases when a spatially synchronized internal wave is traveling near normal to the direction of acoustic ]propagation, the focusing pattern is nearly vertical. This is seen in the bottom left plot of Fig. 7 . Other cases can be examined in the other plots.
After propagation through an internal-wave field, the 13-D timefront forms a thin corrugated sheet. Computation of the micromultipath combining loss (MMCL) shows instantaneous power losses less than a fractilon of a dB with respect to a 75-Hz signal at a 750-km range. The MMCL is a measure of the power loss resulting from internal-wave induced breaking of the wavefront into several arrivals (called micromultipath) that differ in travellime (phase) and thus combine to some degree destructively. For this research, internal-wave induced micromultipath is not a significant contributor to the power fluctuations, and these fluctuations are solely a result of coherent focusing artd defocusing. The MMCL increases with range and internal-wave magnitudes /GI. For the internal-wave magnitudes considered in this paper, the MMCL remains less than 3 dB for ranges up to 2 Mm, while internal-wave focusing and defocusing causles power fluctuations over a 40-dB range. One may say that iray chaos [17] is not significant for the ranges and internal-wave strengths studied.
D. Received Power (and Phase as a Function of Time
In this section, the time-domain phase and received power at a hydrophone(s) as a function of time is analyzed. The same early arrival, studied in the previous sections, is investigated. It will be demonstrated that the time-domain phase can remain relatively stable while the received power fluctuates widely both spatially and temporally. At a single hydrophone, the received amplitude distribution may appear to be Rayleighdistributed while the time-domain phase is relatively stable. The ocean model includes the seven internal waves in Table 11 . IWl and IW2 are spatially synchronized to the acoustic-arrival prolpagating at angles 0 = 77.5' and 89.2', respectively. The magnitude of the maximum change in sound speed induced by thie internal-wave field is less than 0. The intensity level at a candidate receiver site is considered as proportional to the local ray-endpoint density on the timefront sheet. The intensity histogram is computed for several receiver locations distributed across the timefront over the four-hour period. The histograms from the sample receiver locations are averaged, and the resulting histogram is shown in Fig. 7 . The intensity histogram is approximately exponential (linear on a log scale) which is consistent with Rayleigh amplitude fading. There is no underlying stochastic process forcing the amplitude distribution to be Rayleigh; it just happens to be similar. Here we show through deterministic modeling that internal waves can cause the received amplitude to mimic Rayleigh fading while maintaining stable timedomain phase.
2) Vertical and Horizontal Arrays: In Fig. 8 , the received power and time-domain phase of an early arrival at three hydrophones at a depth of 1200 m, range of 750 km, and transverse coordinates of -300, -150, and 0 m are plotted. The power fluctuates over 30 dB at each hydrophone. At a given time, the received power at two hydrophones with 150 m separation can differ by over 20 dB. Clearly, for a horizontal array, we cannot expect the arrival to be an equal amplitude plane wave across all hydrophones. The time-domain phase at three hydrophones is very similar. This means a time-delay beamformer will work as designed when assuming a planewave reception. Similar results are obtained for hydrophones aligned in a vertical orientation.
V. CONCLUSION
Researchers would like to use a computational ocean model consistent with the current physical understanding of internal waves, a full complement of modes generated from (2) in accordance with the Garrett-Munk spectrum. Unfortunately, modem computer limitations do not allow implementation of a full 3-D time-varying internal-wave model over megameter ranges using the method of (8). To use this approach, compromises must be made. Recently, Colosi et al. used a 2-D computational ocean model and represented the Garrett-Munk spectrum by using hundreds of internal waves; the statistical model results were in agreement with experimental results [7] . In this paper, a full 3-D time-varying computational ocean model was used but the number of internal waves was limited to make the model computationally implementable. Fortuitously, we showed early acoustic arrivals are sensitive to a reduced class of (spatially synchronized) internal waves. In some sense, it is possible that these internal waves may fairly represent the Garrett-Munk spectrum in that we are modeling the few modes (from a much larger set of modes) that significantly impact this specific acoustic reception.
Ray tracing was used because it is an efficient computational method for 3-D range-variant environments, and only the rays which may correspond to the single arrival under study need be traced. As previously mentioned, it is common to represent the physical ocean model using a 2-D computational ocean model in range and depth. This model is obtained from the 3-D model by setting y = 0 in (8). However, the actual 3-D model corresponding to this 2-D model is one where all internal waves are propagating in the direction of sound propagation (or the exact opposite direction); thus, 6'" = 0" or 180", so that k y = 0 and k = %kz. But when y is set to zero, the term k"y sin 6 ' " is effectively removed from (S) , and a new set of effective k values are generated, namely k" cos Q", that have 
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